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The answer is option 1: she started her own business  
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In the AH Chart you see: 

 

Saturn Ruler of the 10th conjunct Pf and NM 

the Floating Mc conjunct the 5th trine the Ascendant. The 5th relating to ‘her own creation= 

business’. 

 

In Biwheel ( Natal chart on the outside): 

 

 Uranus Ruler of the 10th  conjunct natal Saturn/Nm  

 AH Mars, Ruler of the natal 10th conjunct the NM: beginning of her own business 

 AH Mercury (ruler of the 5th ‘her creation) conjunct the Natal Mc (work) 

 

 

--- 

 

 

 

This was a very difficult Test. 8 Astrologers participated in the Test. 2 Found the correct 

answer. Below follow their answers in order of receipt: 

 

 

o Shirley Gray (US) 

     uses the AH Technique 

 

 
 AH Jupiter at 08° Leo triggers her natal Pluto rising at 08 Leo in trine to natal MC at 08° 

Aries and  AH Pluto at 09° Sag. with natal Uranus opposed the midpoint 

 AH Pluto opposed AH Saturn complete the figure. From COSI: Sudden attainment of 

one's aim or aspiration with irresistible power, sudden occupational changes 

 

 

 

o Aurore Paquet (France) 

uses Solar Return (Classic method) 

 

 
The year 1964 which covers the event: Mars is  Year Lord, the profected Asc.  is in natal 

10th  House , Mars is almuten of the 5th  (creation - death of the mother) and of the 10th 

House (job - mother) I will therefore orient myself towards one of these 2 events.  
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 the Pars of the mother is at  natal 10 ° Gemini, Mercury is Dispositor of this Pars 

 the Pars of acts is at natal 26 ° 59 Scorpio , Mars dispositor of this Pars  is also Year 

Lord 

 In the Solar Return Mars MA antiscion  Jupiter to MC the almuten of 5th (creation) 

 Mars ruler of the 10th House  trine the Moon,  Ruler of Asc.  shows a year in which 

she desires to invest professionally 

 Ruler of the orb of  the 21st year, Mars and Mars Ruler of the 10th House tells us that 

the career was  highlighted this year 

 

 

--- 

 

 

Thank you so much for all your contributions! A new Test will be published round and 

about April 1st. 

 


